SECOND SESSION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT

Corrigendum

The following changes should be made in the Verbatim Report of the twenty-first meeting of the Tariff Agreement Committee, held on Tuesday, 16 September 1947:

Page 5, last paragraph: substitute:

"MR. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, there is just one remark which I would like to make and I think it has a bearing on what has just been said. As the Protocol of Provisional Application is at present, that is as embodied in document E/PC/T/W/316, it provides for provisional application of Parts I, III and II of the General Agreement but not of the Protocol of Signature. I think it follows, as Mr. Leddy has just said, that as these documents are at present drafted - I refer to the Protocol of Provisional Application and the Protocol of Signature - there is no provision by which the principles of the Charter would be brought in. It would be quite simple to rectify that by changing the draft of the Protocol of Provisional Application".

Page 9, 4th line from foot of page: for "can simply leave" read "should deal with".

Page 14, 6th line from foot of page: for "his" read "that the".

Page 29, last line but one: For "refer to" read "mean".

Page 30, 1st line: for "refers to" read "means".

4th line: for "shall" read "are to".

5th line: insert "as practicable" after "thereafter".

7th line from foot of page: for "think I will" substitute "am prepared to".

Page 33, 10th line: the word "of" should be inserted before: ...............the words "and other charges expressed in money".

Page 35, 2nd and 3rd lines: for "on the first page" read "respectively at the head of the first page of each Part".

Page 39, 17th line: the sentence "For instance, at the present moment ............." should be read as follows: "For instance, at the present moment a surtax of 50% is levied in the Netherlands Indies".

Page 40, 2nd paragraph, 4th line: delete "broaden our" and substitute "print these schedules the broad way of the".
Page 40, 4th line from the bottom: the sentence: "Otherwise you have to repeat "surtax" on every item" should be "Otherwise you have to repeat the "surtax" under every item".

Page 41, 5th line from the top: the paragraph should be read as follows: "In regard to the second observation about the note in the Schedule on item 331, here the words "internal tax preference" seem to cause some confusion. I refer to the case of an "internal tax", that is going to be withdrawn. (After interpretation). Perhaps it would be more clear and not confusing if we delete the word "preference"; it has many meanings".

Page 46, 17th line: the paragraph should be read as follows: "Mr. Chairman, Perhaps you are aware of the excellent work that has been produced by the Delegation of Canada; so it might be useful for all parties concerned to know whether they can follow that example or not".

Page 47, 8th line from foot of page: for "thought" read "think".